** ONLY if you have a Bromine Generator
NOTE: You should not have to drain your spa more than once a year. So if there is any
concern about water chemistry please give your LifeSpas Dealer a call before draining
your spa.

Bromine Generator Setup
1.

There is no warranty on chemically unbalanced spa water, chemicals, Sodium
Bromide and improper setup.

2.

Read all directions before starting. It is preferable that you do not get in your
spa during the first 48 hours of set-up. This is to allow the Bromine Generator
the time it needs to convert the salt into Bromine.

3.

Fill spa with hose water 4 inches above filter, or at bottom of neck jets.

4.

Set filtering & heating times (use quick reference guide, not manual). Set
filtering times between 60 to 90 minutes.

5.

Pour full bottle of metal remover (full bottle of Metal Gon, 16oz) into spa.

6.

Test water for PH with PH test strips or test kit, (not Genesis strips). Adjust
PH level as needed using PH UP or PH Down. Check water one hour later and
repeat if Ph is not balanced. When PH is accurate then proceed.

7.

Begin running filter. Pour 2½ -3 bottles of Tru Blu salts for 7 foot models or
3½- 4 bottles for 8 foot models, for smaller models use 1 ½ bottles.

8.

After 2 hours test water using Genesis Test Strips. Reading should be 8.0. If
reading is lower than 8.0, put in half of the remaining salt. Wait 2 hours and
test again. If level goes above 8.0 call you LifeSpas Dealer for assistances.

9.

Turn dial to #10 for 48 hours. After 48 hrs., turn down to #3 for the 7 foot
models or #4 for 8 foot models, #2 for smaller models.

10.

Check Ph level and balance if needed. Also check Bromine level to make
sure that the spa is creating bromine.

11.

Water should look clean and clear. You may occasionally need to use a
non-chlorine shock. You will need to check your PH levels every week. Also
check Bromine levels every week and change number as needed. DO NOT
PUT NUMBER ABOVE 6 WITHOUT CALLING LIFESPAS FIRST.

